FROM CHINA TO MEXICO: SILK ROAD CERAMICS
NAME: Rita Marquez
SCHOOL: Madero Middle School
SUBJECT AREA: Art, Social Studies
GRADE LEVEL: Middle School
STATE GOALS
 25 Know the language of the arts. Understand the sensory elements,
organizational principles and expressive qualities of the arts.
 26 Through creating and performing, understand how works of art are
produced. Understand process, traditional tools and modern technologies
used in the arts.
 27 Understand the role of arts in civilizations, past and present. Analyze
how the arts function in history, society and everyday life.
OBJECTIVES
Students will
• Understand the Silk Road through pottery and porcelain, in particular
the crossroads and influences of Mexican pottery, Talavera.
• Comprehend Talavera pottery as an art form influenced by many
world cultures—Chinese, Arabic, Spanish, Italian and indigenous
people of Mexico—and learn how these influences are relevant to
societies past and future.
• Learn about pottery’s and ceramic’s ability to communicate history,
stories, politics, cultures through the use of colors and symbolic
imagery.
• Reflect and discuss art forms unique to the student’s culture or
background.
• Understand the importance of the Silk Road revealed through the
porcelain of China and the Talavera of Puebla, Mexico.
• Reflect on and discuss symbols, patterns, colors, and materials used
in art, including historical connections of symbols and colors.
• Apply gained knowledge of Chinese porcelain and Talavera ware to
analysis of contemporary pottery and to their own pottery work.
• Gain first-hand experience in the process of Talavera-making: shape,
color, outlining, and filling.
MATERIALS/RESOURCES/GALLERY OBJECTS
 Sketchbook and pencil
 Computer (available for all students)
 Art supplies: self-hardening clay, brushes, and acrylic paint.
 Images and Information of Mexican Talavera and Chinese Porcelain
 The Metropolitan Museum of Art, Talavera de Puebla
http://www.metmuseum.org/toah/hd/tala/hd_tala.htm






The Metropolitan Museum of Art, East and West: Chinese Export
Porcelain http://www.metmuseum.org/toah/hd/ewpor/hd_ewpor.htm
Worksheeet 1: Comparison Exercise
Worksheet 2: Talavera Poblana, Mary Herz (source: http://www.insidemexico.com/art1.htm )
Worksheet 3: Reflective Questions

PROCEDURES
Lecture, Discussion & Museum Visit
1.Teacher will provide a lecture and discussion on Talavera of Puebla,
Mexico and porcelain of China, including images from the Art Institute of
Chicago.
2. Students will take a guided tour of the Art Institute, with focus on the
Chinese porcelain and Mexican Talavera ware.
3. Students will express learned information through writing and sketching.
4. Students will be given Worksheet 1 (below) to assist them in comparing
and contrasting art works.
5. Students will participate in discussion and brainstorming session on
similarities and differences of the work viewed.
6. Student will process information to determine what elements will be used in
the making of his or her own pottery.
Pinch Pot Production
1. Students will work independently to investigate Talavera of Puebla and
porcelain of China. Investigation will include visits to Web sites listed
under Materials/Resources (above)
2. Students will each select a work of interest, reflect upon it, and sketch it.
3. Student will each choose a sketch they have made upon which to base a
pinch pot they will make with self-hardening clay.
4. Students will each allow pots to air dry.
5. Students will each paint patterns or designs on pot based on their
sketches.
Extension/Homework
1. Students will be given Worksheet 2 (below), an annotated list of
international influences on Talavera, to read and discuss.
2. Students will reflect on their earlier discussions, museum visit, research,
and pottery project. Worksheet 3 (below), intended to guide the reflection
process, is distributed and completed by the students, who will then share
their thoughts and experiences.

WORKSHEET 1
Name: ________________________

Date: _____________

Compare and Contrast Art Work

Work 1
Title
Date
Country
Medium

How are they alike?

How are they different?

Work 2

WORKSHEET 2
Talavera Poblana
When we look at the plates, jars, vases, and tiles, we can detect the confluence
of several extraordinary cultures in this type of art. We can easily observe
distinctive characteristics of Spanish, Arabic, Italian and Chinese origin, and of
course the magnificent creativity of the Mestizos and Indigenous people of
Mexico.
Arabic: It is Arabic in its designs and use of mineral pigments. Keep in mind that
the Moors conquered Spain and had tremendous influence on all the artistic
expressions of Spain.
Italian: It is from this Mediterranean country that the term Majolica originates,
and it refers to a process that the Italians used since the 14th Century to produce
ceramics. This technique consisted of applying or brushing pigments on raw or
unfired glaze.
Spanish: It is from Spain that the technique is brought to Mexico, with a
distinctive style that came from Talavera de la Reina.
Chinese: Because of the extensive imports from China to Mexico, Chinese
ceramic ware was soon imitated, particularly its designs. You can observe this
similarity especially on the blue Talavera.
Mexico: It is Mexican artistry and creativity that makes of Talavera a
contemporary art form.
(source: http://www.inside-mexico.com/art1.htm )

Mary Herz

WORKSHEET 3

Name: _________________________

Date: _____________

Reflect
To what extent did you develop personally?

What newly gained information or skills allowed you to grow as an artist/creator?

How did the Silk Road influence your work?

